
Stevenson, the international author 

 

Robert Louis Stevenson’s itinerant life has left traces of many sorts scattered across the various 

international sites with which he is associated. His boots are in the Writer’s Museum in 

Edinburgh, his baby cap and beaver coat at Saranac Cottage in the state of New York while 

some furniture and books can be seen in the Stevenson Museum at Vailima in Samoa. His 

wedding ring and his toy soldiers are in the Stevenson Museum in Saint Helena; his flageolet 

sheet music at Stevenson House in Monterey, both in California. Plaques on the façades of 

dozens of building in Europe, North America and Oceania commemorate his residence there. 

People come from afar to climb to his grave on Mount Vaea or to walk in his footsteps along 

officially sanctioned hiking trails in Scotland, England, France, and America. The virtual 

universe is similarly strewn with traces of Stevenson. His online reach can be measured by the 

number of times aphorisms from his work – authentic and otherwise – are shared and re-

shared across social media every day. In a fitting reflection of his engagement with the world 

and with moving through it, many of these quotations are themselves related to the practice of 

travel: ‘we are all travellers in ... the wilderness of this world’; ‘There are no foreign lands, it is 

the traveller only who is foreign’; ‘For my part, I travel not to go anywhere, but to go. I travel 

for travel’s sake. The great affair is to move.’1  

The global spread of Stevenson’s footprint through the publication, distribution, 

adaptation and translation of his work outside Britain began in earnest with the French 

translations of Treasure Island in 1885.2 Translations into Danish, Dutch, Finnish, German, 

Hungarian, Polish, Russian, Spanish and Swedish also appeared rapidly.3  In Japan, an 

abridged and heavily adapted translation of Treasure Island was serialised in four parts in a 

monthly journal entitled Bungei Kurabu as early as 1895,4 and the novel appeared in Chinese in 

1904.5 The ways in which the texts initially circulated internationally were not always 



straightforward: translations were sometimes translations of other translations while others 

were so free as to be adaptations rather than translations. The first Russian version of Treasure 

Island published in Moscow in 1886 as an appendix to the magazine Вокруг Света, for 

example, was based on a French edition while Oshikawa Shunrô gave characters in the New 

Arabian Nights Japanese names but kept the British backdrop. The international transmutations 

occasionally ricocheted back to augment the original as when, for instance, plates by George 

Roux originally produced for the first illustrated French translation were used in the first 

illustrated edition in English imparting a Gallic touch to the reading experience of the British 

public.  

Stevenson is now the twenty-sixth most translated author in the world6 and is generally 

considered to be Scotland’s most translated author. He has, as Barnaby and Hubbard note, 

‘now appeared in eighty-nine languages, and is the only Scot translated into a significant 

number of non-European languages.’7 Meanwhile Jekyll and Hyde is not only the most 

frequently adapted work of Scottish literature in world cinema, but according to Butt, 

probably the third most adapted of any works of literature, falling just behind Macbeth and 

Hamlet.’8 Indeed, Stevenson’s most famous works – Treasure Island and Strange Case of Dr Jekyll 

and Mr Hyde – are members of that exclusive club of international popular culture phenomena 

that have broken free of the literary works that engendered them. Their titles, characters, plots 

and tropes have seeped into the subjective experience of people of most nationalities through 

reading, viewing and even video-gaming.  

The world caught the reading bug in the nineteenth century and made Stevenson one 

of its first truly international celebrities so that when, in 1887, he disembarked in America for 

the second time the event was front page news. Journalists descended on his hotel and theatre-

goers rushed to see one of the first adaptations of Jekyll and Hyde, the novella they had recently 

discovered and the main driver behind Stevenson’s sudden notoriety. He used the interviews 

he gave in New York to draw attention to the question of international copyright, a problem 



that had exercised him for some time and that worked both for and against his transatlantic 

literary career. Stevenson’s fame was a direct consequence of the cheapness and availability of 

his books overseas, notably in America, but he was not gaining financially from those sales. 

Soon after disembarking in New York on his first visit to America in 1879, Stevenson had 

purchased a pirated copy of Travels With a Donkey in the Cevennes which somewhat surprisingly 

had been released there in the very same month as in Great Britain. Some years later, he 

claimed in an interview that just a week after the publication of Kidnapped (1886) in Great 

Britain, there were twenty-five different editions for sale in America. Occasionally the British 

publisher was involved in the subterfuge as Stevenson pointed out in an unpublished essay: ‘I 

have known this same system of calling operations by other names to lead a respectable 

publisher into an act that was certainly illegal; I have known him (that is) to hold a book 

subject to a royalty, to sell the advance sheets in America, and not to account for the proceeds 

of the sale.’ (‘Authors and Publishers’).  

Foreign authors received no copyright protection in the United States: the accepted 

practice for American publishers was simply to reprint their works without paying the author. 

Stevenson’s situation was symptomatic of a changing global book market, and clearly already 

thinking in terms of an imagined international professional community of writers, he framed 

the piracy as a threat not only to his own livelihood but also to that of American writers who 

simply could not compete with cheap reproductions of foreign novels. He repeatedly drew 

attention to the issue in interviews, essays and letters, actively lobbying for international 

copyright law. In an unpublished letter to Robert Underwood Johnson, secretary of the 

American Copyright League, Stevenson declared that ‘As one of the sufferers, it is hardly 

necessary for me to express my sympathy for the movement; and as one who has in some way 

suffered least, it would be difficult to do so gracefully. The question is one which lies before 

the American people; and in the solution of that, and in all parts of its National affairs, I trust 

it may be guided well.’ 9  



A particularly indignant letter written in 1887 to the New York publishers Harper & 

Brothers, denouncing their ‘act of piracy’ was published  in The Times under the heading 

‘International Copyright’.10 Shortly afterwards, an article by Stevenson’s main publisher in 

America, Charles Scribner, appeared in the Publishers' Weekly confirming the author’s 

extraordinary popularity and supporting his analysis of the situation.  

 

Stevenson's works are now the most popular here of all living novelists. And this very 

popularity is assisted in large measure by the cheapness of his works, for the want of an 

international copyright law makes possible the publication of four of Stevenson's novels 

in one volume, all for twenty cents. You can readily perceive that a sale thus rendered 

large through the want of statutory protection tends to shut out home products 

through the very cheapness of the article, thus not only depriving the British author of 

his dues but interfering with the sale of American novels.11  

 

Through collaboration with his stepson Lloyd Osbourne, an American citizen 

protected by American copyright laws, Stevenson was able to safeguard his financial interests 

in America to some extent. Although he denied that this was the sole objective of their 

collaboration, he did admit that ‘the result is certainly attained by it.’12 In July 1891 the 

United States Congress eventually passed the Chace Act, the first American International 

Copyright Law affording foreign authors some protection if the books were manufactured in 

the United States. By then, Stevenson’s earnings had begun to reflect his popularity 

worldwide. He was, as Bell notes, the first bankable Scottish writer to capitalise on the 

burgeoning international market, along with J. M. Barrie, Arthur Conan Doyle and John 

Buchan, ‘making their marks on the metropolitan book trade and reaping the rewards of 

international success.’13  

Stevenson initially messed up his business dealings in America, leaving himself open to 



accusations of duplicity after a mix-up concerning incompatible engagements he entered into 

with both Scribner’s and McClure and this made him wary of future contracts. He had grown 

up in a city that was, in his own words, part of the “world of everyday reality, connected by 

railway and telegraph-wire with all of the capitals of Europe.”14 Later, however, geographical 

distance from these means of rapid communication meant that he relied heavily on a network 

of friends at home to negotiate deals for him and to look after his literary interests. Charles 

Baxter and Sidney Colvin were the main elements in this network along with W. E. Henley. 

They often dealt with publishers and contracts, not to mention editing. Stevenson worked 

hard at creating, then maintaining this network of social and professional relationships that 

would promote and distribute his work while he was geographically distant from the centres of 

the literary world. Transatlantic dealings were managed in a more efficient way when in 1924, 

thirty years after Stevenson’s death and just before his work passed out of unrestricted 

copyright, his four main publishers swiftly agreed to bring out a uniform edition of the 

complete works at two different prices (the Tusitala and Skerryvore editions) on either side of 

the Atlantic.15  

As a traveller and expatriate Stevenson was not satisfied with simply dwelling in other 

parts of the world but made a conscious effort to engage with them in purposeful ways, often 

drawing inspiration from their literatures and cultures. Much of his travel writing was inspired 

by his geographical position on the globe, but also his essays, and his political writing from the 

Pacific. There, rather than being an instrument of colonialism, he became a particularly 

notable example of what Keown identifies as typical Scots radicalism in action so that while A 

Footnote to History (1892) may stop short of ‘outright condemnation of European colonialism per 

se, the text criticizes the wrangling for power amongst British, German, and US settlers and 

colonial forces in Samoa’.16  

Stevenson was influenced by writers from elsewhere — he repeatedly cited Montaigne, 

Dumas, Whitman and Thoreau — and he in turn influenced generations of writers and critics 



working in other parts of the world and in other languages. Notable admirers abroad have 

included Alain-Fournier, Atushi Nakajima, Borges, Calvino, Gide, Nabokov, Le Clézio, Lev 

Lunts, Malraux, Proust, Jacques Rivière, Schwob, and Sôseki Natsume – many reacting 

enthusiastically to his work at the same time as it was being side-lined by the gatekeepers of 

the English literary canon. The process was one of transculturation as his work was read and 

accommodated in new cultural environments, modifying the literary output and altering the 

structures of feeling, literary trends and popular culture in diverse elsewheres.17 Authors 

recognised Stevenson’s influence both as a writer and as a theorist, variously citing his work as 

having been significant in the development and evolution of Latin-American magic realism,18 

French symbolism, the European Gothic, a compromise between the realist and the 

psychological novel,19 and the adventure novel. Given his place and standing in world 

literature at the end of his life, it is little wonder that Stevenson’s obituarist in Le Temps 

declared that his death was a loss not only for English literature but for universal literature 

and indeed for humanity.20   

The process of literary globalisation is certainly more complicated than the reciprocal 

trading of texts and influences between geographical spaces. To paraphrase Pascale 

Casanova, there is a struggle between competing forces in the global literary field at play in 

which those who emerge as international rather than national writers obtain greater freedom 

for their work.21 Accordingly, it is no coincidence that as his international reputation grew, the 

perception of Stevenson’s national identity receded. In the process of internationalisation, as 

Brown has argued, Stevenson’s Scottishness was effaced: ‘If one accepts that world literature 

may be defined in terms of its commodification in production, publication, appropriation and 

circulation, then the global promulgation of Stevenson’s novel, not to mention its many 

adaptations for – besides film – stage, television, radio and comics, marks it not only as a key 

text of ‘English’ literature, but also a key text of world literature [...] Jekyll and Hyde are 

entities in the global imaginative mindscape and have been evacuated of their Scottish 



genesis.’22 But although his audience may now be unaware of his Scottishness, Stevenson 

himself, without ever over-sentimentalising his connection to an increasingly unattainable 

home, never forgot where he was from. Despite his active presence elsewhere and his growing 

awareness of the globalisation of experience, he continued to engage with Scotland calling on 

his familiarity with Scottish history, particularly that of the Highlands, not only to create new 

fiction but also to better apprehend Pacific cultures.  

Stevenson was what Henry James famously called ‘a Scotchman of the world.’23 This 

Scot was, in fact, a resolutely glocal writer. He was cosmopolitan in lifestyle and world view but 

able to hold and promote a simultaneously international and local perspective in his work, 

consciously writing for a worldwide readership while upholding his subjective Scottish 

experience; combining his knowledge of the world with a feeling for the indigenous. However, 

instead of making a global product fit the local market as is usual in current commercial 

strategies, he made texts anchored in local realities and real localities speak to a global market. 

The Scribner's essays, written initially for an American readership but drawing on much 

Scottish subject matter, are a good example of this syncretism. In the series of twelve essays, 

although he wrote about universal moral topics, he also riffed on personal reminiscences of 

places and experiences rooted in his homeland and unfamiliar to the majority of his readers. 

He wrote about places like Anstruther and Wick and unselfconsciously used expressions like 

well kent, links, and land with specific meanings in Scots, trusting his American readers to shift 

their fields of reference accordingly. This was an international writer who expected his readers 

to be international readers. In creating key texts in world literature that held both the 

universal and the local in focus, Stevenson proved that one could be simultaneously a Scottish 

and a world writer. 
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